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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

           Diamond & Nugget #121Ra 
 

Most of the country is sweltering in the dog days of summer.  I began typing this at 7:45 
pm on Sunday, August 28, 2022.  The temperature is 90 and feels like 97.  All day the 
temp has been hovering at 97 with a feels-like temp of 104.  The thermometer on my 
side porch was reading 100 degrees all day.   
 
As of Wednesday, August 31st, we have 27 days until Rosh HaShanah or the Feast of 
Trumpets.  Events are unfolding at a Kentucky Derby pace.  Virtually every day 
something is released, leaked, or reported that confirms we are on track for the Rapture 
on this date of Rosh HaShanah, September 26, 2022.  It is a 2-day event that runs from 
sundown the 26th through sundown the 28th.  This is as close as we can come to expect 
the date of the Rapture event that has overshadowed the church since the 1960s.  
Since Jesus fulfilled the spring and summer feasts, the next Feast of the Lord date on 
the calendar clock is Yom Teruah, a.k.a. Feast of Trumpets / Rosh Hashanah.   
 
The past three segments of the Blessed Hope series have laid out major changes 
coming in the next six months that are connected to the date of September 26th, 2022..  
The following were an overview of what is taking place at the threshold of Daniel’s 70th 
Week.  Blessed Hope #118, #119, #120, covered these in their primary significance.  In 
this segment, I will recap these key points and their significance.  [Links at close below] 
 

1. A Treaty signing event will take place at the UN on September 26, 2022 [194 
countries (the many)] will sign (the covenant) with the Antichrist, a.k.a. Prince 
Charles of Wales along with Klaus Schwab, and Secretary-General António 
Guterres.  This “covenant of the many” will be the original Oslo Accords of 
1993, and you may remember that it was President Bill Clinton who failed to get 
Yasser Arafat to sign the agreement with his Israeli counterpart Yitzak Rabin on 
the White House lawn hosted event.  The Oslo Accords were secretly negotiated 
through back channels between Prince Charles of Wales and PLO president 
Yassar Arafat in Oslo, Norway.   
   

2. The World Health Organization (WHO) will later this year bring up the Global 
Pandemic Treaty for official approval.  194 countries have all essentially agreed 
to this Treaty earlier this past June, and to satisfy some African nations, some 
changes of wording has been needed to meet their satisfaction and approval.  
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When signed, the WHO will have virtual control over the world through its 
decision-making power to declare pandemics and national compliance and 
vaccine program.  The scam of Covid-19 ought to be sufficient proof to know why 
this is a means of genocide eugenics.  No one knows what all was in the EUA 
vaccines and upwards of 12-million have died so far and all-cause mortality have 
skyrocketed since the fall of 2021. 
   

3. President Joe Biden (or one of his “doubles”) signed into law his Executive Order 
#14067, which goes into effect on December 13, 2022.  It became law since the 
Congress and Senate did not challenge it within sixty days of its signing.  The EO 
was signed by Joe Biden or his double on March 12th, 2022.  This will begin the 
“Cashless Economy” and transition the nation to the Cryptocurrency know as 
the Blockchain.  In Europe it is called “Libra”.  It will operate exactly like the 
Chinese “QR” (Quick Response) Code System used in China, which incorporates 
the Chinese ‘Social Credit Score’.  Your FRNs or dollars become worthless after 
that date unless the Federal Reserve decides to permit a grace period of 30, 60, 
or more days. 
  

4. It has since been revealed the requirements to “participate” in the Blockchain 
“Cashless eCommerce”, which operates on the “QR” ID system, through 5G 
technologies in the use of “Near Field Communication”, a simple wave of your 5G 
phone will have your “QR” ID and you are on your way.  No cash, no cash 
register, simply a wave of the phone across a ID scanner.  We now have learned 
that in order to participate in the Great Reset, the public will have to be vaxxed, 
of course.  The reason is that the Blockchain contains your personal data, 
financial data, and health records to confirm you have been included in the Cloud 
Computing System.  The QuantumDot/Hydrogel ID2020 system was developed 
by Microsoft billionaire Bill Gates nearly a decade ago. 

 
The New World Order sounds so wonderful and young people the world over are 
ecstatic about doing everything with their 5G cell phones.  Yes, everyone will have to 
get a new 5G cell phone.  As wonderful this all seems few have bothered to realize let 
alone take the time to figure out where this all goes and its implications of control over 
your life.  The Chinese have developed technology with which to read their citizen’s 
minds!  
 
Five years ago on a cold Saturday morning, I watched a two-hour long video on how the 
Chinese “QR” (quick response) ID cashless commerce works.  I hope to take time and 
go back in my files and try to pull up the link to the video as it laid it all out for us.  China 
was the beginner of this system.  My jaw dropped while watching it.  The narrator was 
an executive for a U.S. bank and he went through the process of demonstrating the 
simplicity of the system.  He went into a local 7-Eleven in a large city, scanned his 
phone, the door opened.  He went to a dairy case and waved his hand across the door 
handle which then opened.  He took out a bottle of Coke and then went to rack of sweet 
rolls and took one and passed his cell phone over the package and went to the counter 
where there was no cash register, no sales clerk, simply a scanner equipped with the 
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Near Field Communications Technology, then departing the store.  The only employee 
was a person from behind the partitioned wall stocking the refrigerated cases and 
shelves. 
 
This narrator of the video then went out and used his “QR” ID and ordered a taxi, which 
took him to the subway where he boarded a modern high-speed local train paying with 
his “QR” ID.  Departing the suburban train station, he ordered an Uber ride which was 
there in less than two minutes.  Off he went to a local car dealership whereby he 
proceeded to purchase a brand new Tesla automobile.  The transaction sale was all 
conducted through the use of his cell-phone “QR” code.  The narrator knew that he had 
the money in his account and there was no red tape or delay.  Taking possession of the 
vehicle’s “keys” for lack of a better word to describe the device, he was back out on the 
road in his new vehicle.    

 

A “QR” code (an initialism for quick response code) is a type of matrix barcode (or two-
dimensional barcode) invented in 1994 by the Japanese automotive company Denso 
Wave. A barcode is a machine-readable optical label that can contain information about 
the item to which it is attached. In practice, QR codes often contain data for a locator, 
identifier, or tracker that points to a website or … a point of sale (POS). 
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In order to better protect against Covid-19, Starbucks announces they will be going 
“Cashless” from now on with contactless mobile App & QR Codes for payment. 
 
Starbucks has been growing one of the more powerful contactless payment services in 
the industry. And now “it’s planning to go cashless to keep employees and customers 
safe in the wake of the COVID coronavirus outbreak.”  The feckless peddlers of coffee 
are using the Covid-19 story as a front to eliminate emplyees.  It is all about my point #3 
above. 
 
“And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to 
receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: And that no man might 
buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of 
his name.” –(Revelation 13:16,17) 
 
In a letter to Starbucks employees and customers this week, CEO Kevin Johnson said 
Starbucks is planning to expand the number of cashless options available to customers. 
 
“We will also shift toward more cashless experiences, knowing that the handling of cash 
creates consumer concerns about the spread of viruses,” Johnson said. “We predict the 
mobile app will become the dominant form of payment.” 
 
The news came alongside Johnson’s announcement that Starbucks plans to reopen 85 
percent of its cafes across the U.S. by the end of this week. It also highlights how 
important Starbucks’ contactless payment service has become. 
 
Competing with Apple Pay, Google Pay, and others, Starbucks has its own contactless 
service, allowing users to load cash onto their accounts and pay with a bar code 
scanned by Starbucks employees. It’s one of the fastest-growing contactless apps in 
the industry and now has 20 million users — far more than many competitors. 
 
While Starbucks has always encouraged customers to use the app for rewards and 
other perks, it could take on a new importance now. Starbucks, like other companies, is 
cognizant that customers may worry about using cash and the possibility of spreading 
coronavirus from it. With its contactless app, Starbucks can sidestep those concerns 
and make customers (and employees) feel more comfortable. 
 
It’s a lesson other businesses may want to pay attention to as parts of the U.S. reopen. 
From retailers to cafes to restaurants, limiting the exchange of cash may be the best 
move. And accepting contactless payment options like Apple Pay and others could go a 
long way toward protecting customers. Of course, for small businesses, there’s a cost 
associated with upgrading payment systems to contactless support. And at a time when 
coronavirus is negatively impacting businesses, that cost may be too much of a burden 
for some. 
 
The booming crossover business chains such as Walgreens, Rite Aid, CVS, and a 
number of regional pharmacies have introduced to their customers versions of customer 

popverse://bible+av/Rev_13:16,17
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loyalty ‘perks’ cards as well with their own “QR” cards that when used can earn the 
customer points that convert to redeemable value when using the new “QR” customer 
cards.  Walgreens has 8,081 stores, CVS has 7,500 stores and Rite Aid has over 4,600 
stores.  Now that the word is out on Executive Order #14067, you can look forward to all 
chain retailers, and this includes smaller retail outlets, will be accelerating their program 
introduction in order to meet the requirements of President Biden’s agenda to eliminate 
cash from the equation.  Anyone that resists the tide will be frozen out as Revelation 
13:16-17 states.   
 
The top ten national pharmacies are: 
 
1. Walgreens — 8,081 
2. CVS Caremark — 7,500 
3. Rite Aid — 4,623 
4. Walmart — 4,546 
5. Health Mart — 3,138 
6. Kroger — 1,948 
7. Target — 1,653 
8. Shoppers Drug Mart — 1,295 
9. Safeway — 1,201 
10. Kmart — 922 
 
Financial expert Catherine Austin Fitts had been promoting the idea of “Cash” Fridays 
by encouraging people to use only cash on Friday, leave the credit card and debit card 
at home.  This was part of an effort to delay the planned shift to the “cashless society”.  I 
knew at the time that it sounded like a smart move but it was really only a delay tactic. 
People are in for a huge surprise with what is coming in a matter of months. 
 
The above four significant global actions noted are our greatest proof that we are at the 
point of God’s Time Markers that the world is upon the threshold of Daniel’s 70th Week, 
the Great Tribulation, and the Pre-Tribulation Rapture of Bible-believing Born-Again 
Christians.  From a calendar time point of importance, the very first is the definitive 
marker, that being the fulfillment of Daniel 9:27 on September 26th, which is the 
beginning of the Feast of Trumpets.  In the Biblical order of fulfillment of the Feasts of 
Leviticus 23, Rosh HaShanah or Feast of Trumpets is the next in order to be fulfilled by 
the Lord Jesus Christ.   
 
In addition to the four points I’ve listed above, we have considerable external evidence 
that suggests the Rapture will occur in the September 26-28 window.  We have C.J. 
Lovik, Mark Biltz, Luis Vega, all prophecy teachers who frame their studies and work on 
the Gospel in the Stars and the Hebrew Shemitah cycles linked to Biblical Jubilees.  
They all are pointing to the same date of these events taking place in four weeks.  The 
one thing that is rock solid about the timing of things is that the next Shemita cycle 
starts on Rosh Hashanah of this year, and that the Tribulation has to start then.  Mark 
Biltz did a video earlier this year showing this syncronzation pattern aligned precisely.  
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In addition to that noted so far, there are other global economic events predicting a 
stock market crash later this month, on Friday, August 26th the Dow-Jones dropped by a 
1,008 points in reaction to what was said by the Fed Chairman Jay Powell at the yearly 
gathering of central bankers meeting in Jackson Hole, WY.  By far the most critical 
factor is the derivative markets of a quarter-trillion dollar potential house of cards 
collapse.  The National Debt went past $30-trillion dollars this past January, and is more 
like $31-trillion at this point in time.  Derivatives are a beast that most people are 
oblivious too, they are a gambling concept that become financial chaos when the bets 
unravel and settlement requires financial institutions to pay up the winners! 
 
When the markets reacted to Fed Chairman Jay Powell’s remarks on Friday, it was 
likely due to his reference to further interest rate increases this year.  The housing 
market  is already in the tank following a short boom earlier in the spring.  The simple 
fact is that every nation in the world is so deep in debt that there is no visible practical 
way of turning the economic ship around.  The reports are horrendous of companies in 
Europe shutting production down because the price of energy makes it futile to 
manufacture goods.   
 
China with its Evergrande Real Estate bankruptcy debacle has brought it to a cross 
road point which questions its future ability to provide economic stability to its growing 
1.4+ billion population that needs to be fed and kept calm and compliant socially.    
 
Fed Chair Jerome Powell, in his to-the-point speech at the economic policy symposium 
in Jackson Hole, appears to have attempted to pull the rug out from under the 
tightening-deniers that had been fanning out across the internet, the social media, and 
the TV circuits over the past few months, with their contorted theories of “pivot” and 
“rate cuts” and “dovish Fed” or whatever…. 
 
His speech was a series of hawkish comments that boil down to this: We’re going to 
crack down on inflation, and we’re going to “use our tools forcefully” and we’ll take 
“forceful and rapid steps,” to bring down demand, and there won’t be any “stop” or 
“pause” in the rake hikes until rates are “sufficiently restrictive” to “return inflation to our 
2 percent goal.” –(Wolf Street). 
 
Powell even admitted the pain to come, taking back the hopes he created of a soft 
landing. If your plane lands hard enough to cause pain, that is not a soft landing, which I 
have claimed all along would prove to be impossible. To make the no-pivot message 
pointedly sharp because the addled market was bound to miss the point, Powell stated 
outright, the FOMC will continue to fight inflation “until the job is done.” 
 
So, the market started plunging last Friday into a period with some necessary trade 
action bringing additional downward pressure that is baked into market positioning and 
with a seasonal track record of declining, even if all things in the world hold about as 
they are. On top of that, the largest buyers in the market — the stock-buyback 
corporations — will be entering their quarterly blackout on September 15. It was right at 
the doorstep of this seasonal environment that Powell decided to pull the carpet out 
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from under market fantasy. It would seem that Powell suspects he felt he needed to 
break delusions that were causing the market to act as a countervailing force to the 
Fed’s tightening and needed to try to let some air out of the obviously bloated stock 
bubble that was trying to reinflate — the last thing he wanted to see. 
 
The truth of the matter is that the global economic and debt problems cannot be fixed.  
We passed the point of reversing all of this doom and gloom in the markets around the 
world back in 2010.  The Ponsi system is in disarray.  San Francisco shop owners and 
businesses are refusing to pay taxes unless the city begins to deal with the homeless, 
crime, and filth that has taken over the city.  Silver-advocate Bix Weir posted that as 
European banks begin to collapse, those in the U.S. have but two weeks to take their 
money out of the banks. The number of homeless is about to skyrocket in the US as 3.8 
million renters will likely be evicted in the next two months.  Another 20 million 
households are facing shut-off notices for electric and gas.  Think about it. 
 
Almost every tyranny being perpetrated by the U.S. government against the citizenry—
purportedly to keep us safe and the nation secure—has come about as a result of some 
threat manufactured in one way or another by our own government.  It will get worse in 
the U.S. because of what is occurring in Europe and the UK.   
  
Rolling blackouts have begun in Kosovo because the country cannot find enough supply 
of natural gas to keep power plants running at full capacity.  Other European countries, 
from the UK to Bulgaria, are also developing plans to cut off electricity.  Russian state 
energy giant Gazprom has said it has cut off gas supplies to France’s utilities company 
Engie. The French side has failed to pay for the gas deliveries in July in full, the Russian 
company added. 
 
Gazprom informed Engie that it would cease the gas deliveries starting September 1 
until the moment it gets the payment for the already supplied gas in full, the energy 
giant said in a statement. It also noted that the French side had failed to make the 
payment by Tuesday evening, making any further gas deliveries impossible under the 
Russian law. 
 
Earlier on Tuesday, Engie said that Gazprom informed it “of a reduction in gas 
deliveries” and cited “a disagreement between the parties on the application of some 
contracts,” according to Bloomberg. It did not provide any details about the nature of the 
disagreements and did not specify the level of delivery reductions. 
 
French Energy Minister Agnes Pannier-Runacher accused Moscow of using its gas 
exports as a weapon on Tuesday. She also said that France “must prepare for the 
worst-case scenario of a complete interruption of supplies.” Her statement was made 
before the Gazprom announcement. 
 
Engie maintained it “had already secured the volumes necessary to meet its 
commitments towards its customers and its own requirements,” adding that it would 
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take measures to “significantly reduce any direct financial and physical impacts” of the 
potential supply interruption by Gazprom. 
 
The developments come as the EU governments are trying to fill up their gas storages 
in the face of the approaching heating season and reduced supply from Russia – one of 
the continent’s major gas suppliers. Earlier on Tuesday, Gazprom also said that Nord 
Stream 1 would be completely stopped from August 31 to September 2 for maintenance 
since it has only one operational compressor. 
 
On Monday, Engie Executive Vice President Claire Waysand said that France has had 
its storages filled up by 90% and adding that it should be enough to get through the 
winter.  Talk about wishful thinking or maybe blowing smoke at the public, France has 
been shutting down its nuclear power plants right at the time they will be needed more 
than ever! 
 
The reason: These countries imposed economic sanctions upon Russia over its Special 
Military Operation into Ukraine, and as a result of their own Sanctions, these countries 
now refuse to buy Russian oil and natural gas. 
 
Rather than mind their own business when it comes to the Russia-Ukraine problems, 
Europe has decided that its citizens can live in the dark, so Europe can virtue signal 
how wonderful they are, by not buying Russian natural gas. 
 
The politicians in Europe have personally caused this energy problem and the price 
hikes, by imposing sanctions upon Russia. 
 
Citizens in Europe should get rid of these politicians before winter arrives, and folks 
start freezing to death from no heat due to no natural gas.  Their leaders are convinced 
that the U.S. will win a war against Russia.  The war in the Ukraine is being manipulated 
by the WEF as a means to so weaken the U.S. that it will be like an emperor with no 
clothes, and that it would have to surrender to the WEF globalist agenda.  War drains a 
nation’s assets faster than anything else possible.  It was revealed two weeks ago by 
active military personnel that the U.S. Pentagon has drawned down armaments and 
munitions it would have needed in a direct war of its own.  The Pentagon has removed 
specific types of weapons from U.S. Army and Marine Corp units in order to provide 
additional weapons to the Ukrainian Army, who burn through supplies as if they had an 
endless supply.  This suggests that Ukraine is not doing well against the Russian 
military and that the war is over for the Ukraine.   But worse is the fact that in the event 
of the U.S. going to war with an adversary such as North Korea, the U.S. faces 
dangerous levels of weapons and munitions that require long lead time to produce and 
re-supply front-line troops.   
 
Are things on a path toward global war 3.0?  Is it inevitable?  Will it be waged with 
nukes able to end life on earth by mass destruction and nuclear winter? 
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Cities turned to smoldering rubble can be rebuilt.  Radioactive contamination is long-
lasting.  It occurs from enough detonations, nuclear winter threatens all life forms with 
extinction.  I first recall the impressions left from the 1959 movie “On the Beach” with 
Gregory Peck, a drama of what it might be like following a nuclear radiation fall out over 
the northern hemisphere.  The strange experience was doubly concerning since I was 
assigned to the 264th FA Bn (280mm Gun) and redesignated as 3rd Gun Bn, 82nd Arty 
on 1 June 1958.)   Our unit crest was named for the saint of artillery, “St. Barbara”. 

 

 
This is a photo of the Atomic cannon, 280mm at Grafenwoehr/Vilseck, where we trained 
and fired the big guns, we spent a full month in the summer and again in the winter, we 
were so close to the border of the Iron Curtain, we could hear the Czech guns firing.  
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The very first 280mm (11 inch) shell with a gun-type fission warhead was fired 10,000 
meters (6.2 miles) and detonated 160 meters (525 ft) above the ground with an 
estimated yield of 15 kilotons.  15 kilotons today is like a BB gun in comparison with 
what the Russians possess in the event of a nuclear exchange with the U.S. and NATO. 
 
The Russian military has nuclear torpedos designed to be launched from sea that are 
designed to create tsunami waves that just one launched from either the Atlantic or 
Pacific waters can wipe out the entire coast of every city within a hundred miles of the 
coast line.  Russia's Status-6 "Poseidon" torpedo has excited the fears -- or the 
overactive imaginations -- of Russia's enemies.  
 
Calling it is a torpedo is a misnomer. While the precise capabilities of the weapon are 
mysterious, it appears to be about 80 feet long -- which makes it more like a mini-
submarine or an underwater ballistic missile. Poseidon is propelled by a nuclear reactor 
to a speed of 115 miles per hour and operates at deep depths up to 3,300 feet. It is 
armed with a massive 100-megaton warhead powerful enough to generate a giant tidal 
wave to destroy coastal cities.  The “Poseidon” was placed into service two years ago. 
 
President Putin several weeks ago threatened the UK with a tsunami that would cover 
all of the UK, England, Wales, Scottland, and Ireland. His remarks were an inference to 
the “Poseidon” and its potential. The leadership of Russia has made it clear that they 
would refrain from using nuclear weapons unless they felt it was a life and death 
scenario and they saw no other options.  U.S. support for the Ukraine has broken any 
trust that may have existed to seek diplomatic resolution to the division created by the 
former Obama/Biden administration that was rife with corruption, graft, blackmail, and 
puppet Neo-Nazi elements exploiting the Ukrainian people.   
 
With more than 12 million Ukrainian refugees scattered across Europe, Canada, the 
UK, and the U.S., several countries have stopped supplying the Zelensky regime with 
munitions and armaments for various reasons.  The Zelensky leadership have been 
buying real estate in places like Switzerland and the U.S., to which they can exit the 
country when it becomes evident that the war has been lost. 
 
Physician, nuclear expert, anti-war activist, Helen Caldicott, earlier explained the 
following:  
 
“If present trends continue, the air we breathe, the food we eat, and the water we drink 
will soon be contaminated with enough radioactive pollutants to pose a potential health 
hazard far greater than any plague humanity has ever experienced.” 
 
A “single failure of nuclear deterrence (could) start nuclear war.”  Devastating 
consequences would follow, potentially killing “tens of millions of people, and caus(ing) 
longterm, catastrophic disruptions of the global climate and massive destruction of 
earth’s protective ozone layer.” 
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 “The result would be a global nuclear famine that could kill up to one billion people.” 
Nuclear winter is the ultimate nightmare. 
 
Einstein stressed the following: 
 
“The unleashed power of the atom has changed everything save our modes of thinking, 
and thus we drift toward unparalleled catastrophe.” 
 
The risk is greatly heightened by Washington’s criminal class, especially undemocratic 
Dems. 
 
Paul Craig Roberts stressed it saying: 
 
A Dem-controlled “new Third Reich…Nazi” regime runs hegemon USA — “one far more 
dangerous thanks to the digital revolution (and thermonukes), a godsend for tyrants.” 
 
The vast majority of Americans and others throughout the West haven’t escaped from 
“The Matrix in which their minds are trapped.”  
 
So they don’t realize how greatly their lives and well-being are endangered by diabolical 
gangsterism running their nations. 
 
On August 26, ResponsibleStatecraft.org (RS below) explained the following: 
 
The Biden regime intends “naming” a Pentagon “military assistance mission in 
(Nazified) Ukraine…” 
 
It’ll be a separate command like Operation Desert Storm or Operation Enduring 
Freedom — a US general and support staff running it. 
 
This step represents a virtual US declaration of war on Russia in less than so many 
words. 
 
It indicates no end to what RS called a “a long hard slog.” 
 
It signals longterm U.S. military support for Nazified Ukraine and use of its territory as a 
Pentagon base for perpetual confrontation with Russia. 
 
It risks crossing the line from proxy to hot war between the world’s dominant nuclear 
powers. 
 
Planned months in advance — begun 4 weeks after the made-in-the-USA mother of all 
false flags to that time — preemptive war on non-threatening, non-belligerent 
Afghanistan by the empire of lies lasted weeks shy of 20 years before a humiliating 
Biden regime pullout last August. 
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Will a U.S. war on Russia surpass it in length?  I would not bet on it!  Or will nukes be 
used to end it sooner — and with it planet earth as now exists and all its life forms? 
 
Perpetual war on invented enemies is longstanding U.S. policy — how military 
Keynesianism on steroids operates. 
 
Enemies are invented to advance hegemon USA’s aims for unchallenged control of 
world community nations, their resources and populations — by brute force and other 
diabolical means. There are well over 1,000 Pentagon bases worldwide are platforms 
for waging forever wars on humanity. 
 
Their existence threatens everyone everywhere, including:  Large-scale Main Operating 
Bases, Forward Operation Sites (major installations but are smaller than MOBs) and 
Cooperative Security Locations. The latter posts are to preposition weapons, munitions, 
and modest numbers of troops. The existence of the above bases has nothing to do 
with providing homeland or regional security. They’re launching pads for perpetual U.S. 
aggression on invented enemies. 
 
Almost $100 Billion has been officially sent to Ukraine which Is around the amount of 
money required to end all poverty In America. The illegitimate administration waging a 
full spectrum soft war on ‘We the People’ on behalf of their One World Government 
handlers has to date gifted nearly $100 billion to the illegitimate CIA-run Ukrainian 
government.  Congress is the only government entity that may vote for war. It has not 
voted for a single war since WW2. Thus, all of the wars since Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, 
Afghanistan and every other war America has been engaged in have all been illegal. 
 
America is currently illegally engaged in a proxy war with Russia. This too is illegal. 
Nowhere in the Constitution does it allow for even a cent of money to be sent to foreign 
nations for their wars. This is theft. 
 
The official number is staggering, but the shadow books sum is far larger. These funds 
are primarily being used as CIA black ops money laundering and kickbacks to D.C. 
politicians and various assets and entities.  The latest IRS scam serves to reinforce the 
WEF and UN Great Reset agenda perfectly, because this illegitimate government is 
only beholden to the One World Government which necessitates the destruction of the 
American populace it pretends to serve. 
  
In cahoots with diabolical CIA actions, they’re also for toppling independent 
governments by coups or color revolutions, assassinating their leaders, propping up 
friendly despots, illicit drug trafficking, suppressing beneficial social change, and 
replacing democracy as it should be with vassal rule subservience to US interests. 
 
A state of permanent war defines how the empire of lies operates at home and 
worldwide.  On establishing a new military command for perpetual war in Ukraine on 
Russia, RS quoted senior advisor to Concerned Veterans of America, Dan Caldwell, 
saying the following: 
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“This move could signal to other actors in the conflict — particularly (Ukraine and 
Russia) — that (hegemon USA) is planning on getting significantly more directly 
involved in the war itself.” 
 
That of course could lead to the war being prolonged and raise the risk of escalation 
between (US-dominated) NATO, and” the Russian Federation. Separately, retired US 
Lt. Col. Daniel Davis explained the following: 
 
“Putting a name on an operation is far more significant than merely coming up with a 
catchy tagline.” 
 
“It confers an intent to provide longterm, sustained, and expensive support to one side 
of a war” against invented enemy Russia.  
 
It’s at a time of growing economic crisis conditions throughout the U.S./West — a 
reason for dominant Biden regime hardliners to want the the subject changed as a way 
to try staying in power. 
 
Separately the Libertarian Institute noted what I discussed in two articles where I asked 
the question, “How Long Do You Think It Will Be Before Putin Decides to Nuke the 
USA?” 
 
Likely incoming UK prime minister, Liz Truss, replacing BoJo in early September, 
“declared (her willingness) to kick off thermonuclear warfare” once in power in a matter 
of days.  Last week, she minced no words, saying: “I’m ready to do it.” 
 
In cahoots with Washington’s criminal class, humanity trembles with the likes of them in 
charge — their fingers on the nuclear trigger, their willingness to squeeze it. 
 
As a Bible student and teacher, I have spent countless hours studying the book of 
Revelation.  Numerous passages warn us that a “third” of man will die in what can only 
be seen as a nuclear war.  Read Revelation 9:15 and 9:18 below; Scripture never lies 
nor has it been proven to be wrong!  “And the four angels were loosed, which were 
prepared for an hour, and a day, and a month, and a year, for to slay the third part 
of men.”  -(Revelation 9:15).  “By these three was the third part of men killed, by 
the fire, and by the smoke, and by the brimstone, which issued out of their 
mouths.”  -(Revelation 9:18).   
 
With what we know, you might say nuclear war is “baked in the cake.”  The Bible’s use 
of metaphoric language merely masks the imagery of death. The fire, the smoke, and 
the sulfur that keep coming out of the mouths of the horses are all lethal. They become 
the demonic means by which one-third of mankind is killed.  Think about what that “one 
third” means in literal numbers.  We are told the world population will hit 8-billion in 
November of 2022.  One-third of 8-billion is rounded off to approximately 2.7-billion that 
will die in the next year or two of Daniel’s Seventieth Week. They are distinguished in 
this verse as three separate plagues, each bringing death to some. This may mean 
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some of the horses spew out fire; some, smoke; and some, sulfurous gases. In the first 
woe rebellious sinners have been tortured by the demon locusts. Now in this second 
woe demonic horses cause some to be burned by the flames, some to be suffocated by 
the smoke, and some to be poisoned by the sulfur dioxide gas until the full third have 
been executed. 
 
The use of fire, smoke, and sulfur is a reminder of God's judgment on Sodom and 
Gomorrah -(Genesis 19:24, 28; cf. Jude 7). It should be a reminder that a world that is 
going the way of Sodom and that thinks the Bible is joking when it talks about judgment 
cannot escape the judgment of God.  
 
If all of this is not causing you concern you might think of what reason is behind Pope 
Francis’ move of Vatican assets held around the world be repatriated back to the 
Vatican Bank. This headline appeared in a news report on August 30th, 2022:    
 
Ahead Of The Imminent PSYOP-22 Pope Francis Instructs Vatican Entities To 
Move All Funds To Vatican Bank By Sept. 30 As Chinese University Students In 
NY Cancel Fall Classes & Are Returning To China. 
 
As the source of this substack has been warning a new “pandemic” in PSYOP-22 is 
being planned for this fall and winter. It will not only serve to coverup the cold and flu 
season bloodbath for the VAIDS sufferers, but it will extend and amplify all of the other 
various psyops concurrently in play heading into midterm elections.  We are in what was 
predicted back in the fall of 2020, a period of accelerated die off of those vaxxed.  As of 
today, Siri News has reported that American longevity has declined by two years+, only 
exceded by the period of the Spanish Flu in 1918.  The excess death rate from all-
cause mortality is skyrocketing into the stratosphere.   
 
The Vatican is the Luciferian Cult node that along with the dynastic banking families and 
the City of London are coordinating this technocommunist Great Reset takeover. As 
such, the Pope knows exactly what is going to be perpetrated this fall and winter; to wit: 
It appears that the higher up Cult assets and their offspring have been tipped off. 
 
Pope Francis has ordered that the Holy See and connected entities move all financial 
assets to the Institute for Works of Religion (IOR), commonly known as the Vatican 
bank. 
 
The pope’s rescript, issued August 23, clarifies the interpretation of a paragraph in the 
new constitution of the Roman Curia, Praedicate Evangelium, promulgated in March. 
 
According to Francis’ rescript, financial and liquid assets held in banks other than the 
IOR must be moved to the Vatican bank within 30 days of September 1, 2022. 
 
The IOR, based in Vatican City State, has 110 employees and 14,519 clients. As of 
2021, it looked after 5.2 billion euros ($5.6 billion) of client assets. 
 

https://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/it/events/event.dir.html/content/vaticanevents/it/2022/8/23/rescriptum.html
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As the Cult becomes increasingly desperate, the Vatican is telegraphing the 
consolidation of their ill gotten assets. The irony of a Catholic “central” bank that has 
trillions if not quadrillions in assets should not be lost on anyone. 
 

 
 
You are witnessing the final spiritual battle between Rome and Constantinope being 
played out in this spiritual war that has existed since 1050 A.D.  The Vatican and the 
New World Order anticipate the end of their nemesis, the Orthodox Catholic Church.  
 
The pope’s decree will force Holy See institutions, including the Secretariat of State, to 
move their financial assets to the IOR by the end of September. The Secretariat of State 
is known to have had accounts in Swiss financial institutions, including Credit Suisse, 
through which the controversial London building investment was initially carried out. 
Source. 

https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/44677/swiss-accounts-frozen-in-vatican-property-deal-probe
https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/251491/here-s-what-the-vatican-finance-trial-has-revealed-about-the-london-deal
https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/252093/pope-francis-instructs-vatican-entities-to-move-all-funds-to-vatican-bank-by-sept-30
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Criminal banks operating out of the City of London are along with the Vatican also 
contingency planning for PSYOP-MARKET-CRASH and possibly PSYOP-WW3, 
PSYOP-POWER-GRID-OUTAGE, PSYOP-HYPERINFLATION, PSYOP-CLIMATE-
CHANGE and so on and so forth. 
 
Everything is on the table for maximum societal pain. 
 
Meanwhile, in New York: 
 
Twitter avatar for @JohnBWellsCTM 
John B Wells 11:11  
@JohnBWellsCTM posted “Why are Chinese University Students in New York  
canceling their classes for this fall and returning to China?” 
August 29th 2022 
 
While these may seem like unrelated events, they are anything but.   
 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com  
www.pastorbobreid.com  
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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